my name is laura and I made a
project with recyclable material.
My project is a crate fair with some
flowers of a toy that I don’t use
anymore and those materials formed
a magazine keeper.This can e used to
put and organize your
magazines,newspapers and other
things.
LAURA FIDELIS ALCOLÉA –
MSGL GRADE 7

My job is a flower pot, it's made of a big bottle and a straw line, it's good
because all the materials would be thrown away, and I got to use them for
a beautiful job.

MANUELLA ROZETTE PIRES – MSGL GRADE 7

My project is natural, and it is either made of
leaves that after being "old", fall from the trees
or dry leaves. You must be wondering what it is.
It's a pot that you can put on notebooks, stuff to
study and the good thing about it is that it's
reusable and beautiful and has the same utility
as an ordinary pot but the difference is that it
helps the environment not polluting and
recycling. I made it using dry leaves and simple
hot glue.
BEATRIZ FRANCISCO QUARTIM BARBOSA – MSGL
GRADE 7

My project is a recycled flowers vase. For
you to make it, you will need a pet bottle,
newspaper, paint of various colors. My
project can save the world because it is
one more place to plant flowers.
CAROLINA FRALETTI HELÚ – MSGL GRADE 7

In my project I made a reminders frame using a
lot of stoppers , a frame and silicon glue,
and them a asked to all the students of my class
to write some inspiring phrases in a piece of
paper to fix in the frame using tacks.
My piece of art represent something to a busy
person, that sometimes forget to do something
important and with this art , this person can put
sticky notes about what he need to do during
the next day.
Whit my project and my friends projects you can
see how simple things that you have at home
can turn it into beautiful objects to use in during
your day our to decorate your house.
FELIPE MORENO STICCA – MSGL GRADE 7
My piece of art shows that you don’t have to
spend money on things you can do at home
and you can use recyclable materials. My art
is simple to make and useful, You can organise
your books quickly.
For you to make it , you will only need :
-A box of cereal;
- A tape to make it stronger;
-Paint
If you make a similar project, you will be helping
the nature .
ISABELLA AYRES CARDUM – MSGL GRADE 7

My piece of art shows how you can use recycled
material. Using recycled material you do not need
money. For you to make it, you will only need a
plastic plate, green and red paint, googly eyes and
green E.V.A, and you can make a frog decoration
be beautiful. The recycled material help nature and
can save the world because you don’t waste
money.

LUANA SANTOS FONSECA – MSGL GRADE 7

My project is a box to plant beans and it has
water and some cotton to make it, you do
not spend anything and it is very good to
help the environment. The materials needed
to make this box are: a box of ice cream,
two bottle bottoms, cotton, water and
beans.
MARIA BEATRIZ ALMAGRO POLISZEZUK – MSGL GRADE 7

To build my project I used:
-pet bottle
-tupperware
-a crate
-artificial grass
-earth
-seeds
-water (to water)
First, I cut the bottom of the bottle to form a type of vase, then I put half of
the earth that I had brought and the other half I left in the tupperware, in
those "vases" that formed I made a hole in the earth, put the seed ,
covered and watered with water.
The first step is done, now I took the artificial grass (which I had already
taken the steps to get easier) and glued it on the crate to be a place for
storage.
My project helps the environment because you plant a new area that helps
the environment .
LUIZA FIDÉLIS ALCOLÉA – MSGL GRADE 7

My recycled art is a pet bottle that turned into a
pencil holder; for you to make it, you will only need
scissors, a pet bottle and, if you want, paint and
e.v.a as well to decorate it. You will just have to cut
the pet bottle and then decorate the way you like
and your pencil holder is ready. It shows that to
organize our things, it is not necessary to buy
anything. Recycling can save the world because it
helps t he nature that is very degraded.
MARIA LUIZA FERNANDES AYRES – MSGL GRADE 7

In my project I made an organizer box. I made it
with black contact paper, tape, hot glue, paint
and cardboard. It is good to nature, because we
don’t have to buy an organizer box, we can
make it! And then you don’t waste water and
other things that are required to make this box.
And we don’t pollute the nature with the CO2
that cars produce, because we don’t have to
carry the box up to the store.

PIETRA SIEG GAGLIARDI – MSGL GRADE 7

My project is a piece of decoration.
I used a carton of milk, a 2L pet bottle,
a mini pet bottle, adhesive tape and
paint. With these materials, I made a
camera and I recycled these materials.
TULIO BACH PARRA BRITO OLIVEIRA –
MSGL GRADE 7

My project is a makeup brush holder.
My project is made of a shoe box
cut in half covered with cardboard
with white paper around and hand
painted by me.
It helps the world decrease the
number of useless shoe boxes.

ANIKE BERTO SILVA – MSGL GRADE 7

My name is Guilherme and my project is a stickman,
to make that, I used: popsicle sticks, bottle caps,
newspaper, glue, paper, adhesive tape and some
paint.
First I made a simple stickman, then I painted it red
and black; after that, I cut a part of the bottle cap
and I put the rest of the cap at the “head” of the
stickman. At first, I didn’t know what I should use as
its face, then I looked at a newspaper and saw a
guy, so I had the idea to cut his face off and use it
as a face. I didn’t know how to make it stand still so I
got a sheet of paper and used it as base and put
newspaper around it, but then… how to make it stand still on the base, I
tried fixing him with sheets of paper but it didn’t worked so I used adhesive
tape, it worked, it was done.
It can help the nature because it was recycled and the kids who don’t
have toys to play with, can use it.
GUILHERME HARTKOFF SÃO LEANDRO – MSGL GRADE 7
I used, in my project, glue, some paper pieces
and plastic bottles, and these things made my
work recycled.I made a pencil case, with
painted paper wrapped around the bottle.It is a
bad place to put a eraser, because the pencil
case is a little deep, so I made an eraser keeper,
with sticks and the cap of that bottle.I also
made a place where you put the rest of the
pencil that you sharpened with a sharpener. It is bigger than normal ones. If
you make lots of projects like this, you will reduce your carbon footprint and
have a clean conscience.
JOÃO CARMIGNOTTO JELIN – MSGL GRADE 7

My work was a picture frame made with
paper and newspaper, in my project there
isn’t a photo but I will stick a photo of mine
or of my family.
My project was made with a sheet of
cardboard and a lot of newspaper rolls of
various sizes stuck with hot glue.
My picture frame inspire people to recycle,
because it is all made with recycled
materials and I will glue a photo on it.
KATHERINE CARDOSO CAÇÃO – MSGL GRADE 7
I made a chandelier from recyclable materials
and I did this to show people that everything can
be made from recyclable things because you
just need energy. My project was made from
popsicle stick, barbecue stick, glue and candle.
FORCE PEOPLE!!!!!!!
MANOEL CARMIGNOTTO JELIN – MSGL GRADE 7
My Recycled art project is a Cell phone
support, with paper, black and red paint.
It is like this:
It Is important because a cell phone is
something we use everyday, and a recycled
support helps to sustain the cell phone and
avoid that the material polluting the
environment.

MATEUS PINCINATO – MSGL GRADE 7

My project is made of materials like newspaper, paint,
a bottle of tea and white glue wrapping the paper
around it, making a flower stem and in a different way
to make the flowers petals.
It can help the nature by making people learn that we
don’t need to trash something ‘’ because it can’t be
used anymore’’, and people learn that we don’t
need to buy stuff to garnish our house.
VICTORIA SILVA RAMOS – MSGL GRADE 7
My work is a plant pot made entirely from
recyclable materials like popsticks, cans, plants,
and earth.
My work is a good way to show how we can
recycle materials like popsicle sticks. An
ordinary person would take the popsicle and
throw the stick in the trash but a person who
thinks about the environment picks up the stick
and reuses it. Another good example is an
ordinary person would take the can and throw
it in the garbage but a person who thinks
about the environment picks up the can and
reuses it. Another example is the plant; an
ordinary person would pick up the plant that does not flower and would
throw it but a person who takes care of the environment would take the
plant and take care of it .
VINICIUS ANDRÉ ZIBORDI – MSGL GRADE 7
My project is about thinks you can do with
materials that you have at home. I help a
nature by recycling the materials that
would be thrown in the trash. To make
you need
- toilet paper roll
- paint
- EVA
- googly eyes
TAIS PAGLIATO CONSANI – MSGL GRADE 7

